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ABSTRACT 

There is an actual task on storage, processing and analysis of the unique experimental data 
received on power fast reactors for their subsequent use in projects of fast reactors of new (4th) 
generation. For modeling and carrying out analysis of experiments the integrated computing system 
MODEXSYS has been developed. In this system the mechanism for consecutive calculation of a fast 
reactor states with the detailed description of its components is created. The system includes the 
database describing fast reactor states, results of neutron-physical characteristics measurements at 
fast reactor, calculation and benchmark models of experiments and calculation results. In system 
convenient search means and the special graphics shell are provided. It has Interfaces for processing 
of calculation results and their analysis. 

 MODEXSYS system has been applied for analysis of three types of experiments at fast reactor: 
keff,, control rod worth and energy release distribution. The most important results of this analysis are 
described. Application of MODEXSYS system will raise accuracy and reliability of forecasting of fast 
reactors neutron-physical characteristics; for BN-600 reactor recommended level of accuracy is 
resulted. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Fast reactors (FR) offer one of the most tempting ways of development of the nuclear power not 
having resource restrictions and cardinally solving a problem of fulfilled nuclear fuel. However the 
prospect of large-scale FR introduction in nuclear power in the majority of the countries is postponed 
to 30÷40 years of our century. Thereby there is a task of processing and saving of unique 
experimental data on such reactors as BOR-60, BN-350 and BN-600 for subsequent use in projects of 
FR of new (4th) generation. At the moment Russia and France possesses the greatest operating 
experience of FR. In them the work on saving of the cumulative knowledge is carried out. 

In the majority of publications it is possible to find qualitative results of the analysis and 
comparison with the calculation results received with use of calculation toolkit of last years. And to 
repeat calculation by modern means it is impossible in the absence of mathematical models of 
experiments. In most cases the analysis was fulfilled on rather approximate models (for example, 
zero-, one- or two-dimensional models with small quantity of energy groups, etc.), the analysis of 
conditions of reduction to which experimental data, as a rule, was not resulted. Work [1] in which the 
one-dimensional model of experiments by definition of the spectral indexes executed at BN-350 
reactor is resulted, was the first step in the necessary direction and its unique "lack" is orientation only 
on one type measured reactor functionals, that has allowed in due time to create simple mathematical 
model of these experiments. 

Reactors of nuclear power plants possess rather complex structure with constantly changing 
material structure. As experience shown, the description of one state of BN-600 reactor means 
definition at least 1.2 million numbers and occupies in electronic form 12.5 Mb, modelling of one 
microcampaign - to 150 Mb, one modification of core - 1.5 Gb (microcampaign (MC) – is the period 
between two reloading of fuel at fast reactor). 
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Unlike critical assemblages or special benchmark-experiments, on atomic power station 
reactors any special arrangements for simplification of geometry or structure of investigated system, 
improvement of conditions for carrying out of experiments for simplification of their subsequent 
interpretation were not undertaken. As a rule, carried out measurements served basically for 
confirmation of being some neutron-physical characteristics in design limits instead of that the results 
received in experiment at one reactor, served for numerical and rather exact forecasting of 
characteristics for perspective reactors of new generation. It can be understood easily. Throughout 
many years at creation of new facility their direct modelling at critical stands was spent, many of which 
specially for this purpose were created. Now such approach is already impossible. And apparently, 
there is already no such necessity in it. Possibilities of computer modelling allow to involve much wider 
class of already executed experiments and at the expense of it to raise quality of a substantiation of 
the new project. At the same time experiments on reactors potentially possess big self-descriptiveness 
and cannot be completely replaced by experiments on critical assemblages. These experiments are 
carried out in the most adequate conditions on geometry and structure of basic elements, 
heterogeneity, temperatures, and all these factors become apparent in a complex. One of the main 
distinctive features is that they are carried out at continuous burning out and change isotope structure 
of the fuel, absorbing elements. That is impossible to model on critical assemblages. 

System MODEXSYS conceived as the tool for creation of difficult mathematical models of 
experiments at fast reactors for their subsequent use for verification of various modern programs and 
modules for neutron-physical calculation of fast reactors, reactor constants libraries and an estimation 
of their uncertainties, as numerical result of such verification. 

 

2 DESCRIPTION OF MODEXSYS SYSTEM  

2.1 Structure of MODEXSYS system 

By the current moment development of the first version of reactor experiments database 
ModExSys is finished. ModExSys represents the computing system of the following structure:  

1) Database: 
 states of reactor at the moment of carrying out of experiment,  
 initial experimental results,  
 mathematical models of reactor and generalized estimated experiments; 
 calculation results of model characteristics and comparison with experimental data. 

2) Software for database maintenance, including tools for visualization and analysis of data, set 
of queries; 

3) Interfaces to programs of fast reactor calculation, the software for construction of 
mathematical models of experiments; 

4) Programs and constants for performance of calculations of neutron-physical characteristics for 
fast reactors: 

 TRIGEX – up-to-date version of program for multi-group three-dimensional diffusion 
calculation of reactors in hexagonal geometry [2]; 

 MMKKENO – modified version of program for multi-group transport calculation of 
reactors in complex geometries based on Monte-Carlo method [3]; 

 TWODANT – program of multi-group two-dimensional calculation of reactors and 
protection in diffusion and transport approximation; 

 CONSYST – program for preparation of multi-group constants for performing reactor 
calculations; 

 ABBN-93 – system of constants for multi-group calculations of fast reactors and 
shielding; 

5) Controls for calculation tasks, information streams, providing of coordinated work of all 
elements in the system as a whole. 
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Information system is created as package of Windows32 applications and database at MS SQL 
Server. As the main development environment it was used Borland Delphi. In development object-
oriented programming rules were applied. The interrelation of these elements is explained in Figure 1. 

The general scheme of system functioning looks as follows. The system kernel consists of 
database (DB) which is subdivided into four structural parts:  

• Database of material and geometrical descriptions of reactor states at the moment of 
carrying out of experiments; 

• Database for results of experiments and their uncertainties; 
• Database for models of experiments and test models; 
• Database for calculation analysis results. 

The first of them – DB of reactor states contains all necessary information about investigated 
object – core of fast reactor. It is filled on the basis of various engineering specifications: 

- Technical and working designs of SAs, control rods (CR), other assemblies and elements; 
- Passport characteristics of SAs and CR after their manufacturing on plants; 
- Indications of devices on the atomic power station – indexes of control rods position and 

coolant temperatures; 
- SA loading maps and reloading programs.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: General scheme of information system ModExSys 
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Special software was developed for DB filling. Besides, specificity of power reactors is 
continuous change of SA and CR isotope composition due to fuel and absorber burning out 
accordingly. The given information probably to receive only on the basis of detailed calculations of 
burning out which automatically demands performance of detailed calculations of neutron fields for 
working reactor facility according to operational modes (power mode schedule, CR movements, 
duration of overloads). Actually it was necessary to develop the mechanism for calculation of reactor 
microcampaigns for DB filling. 

The second database contains results of neutron-physical characteristics measurements 
at fast reactor. In the given version of DB storage and the analysis for the following types of 
experimental data is provided: 

- Criticality (actually critical state) of core; 
- Maximal reactivity reserve; 
- Rate of reactivity loss for microcampaign; 
- Worth of single control rods and set of control rods; 
- Power and temperature reactivity effect; 
- Measurements of energy release distributions in reactor SA using gamma-scanning 

method; 
- Measurements of reaction rates and spectral indexes by activation method; 
- Measurements of composition of the irradiated fuel; 
- Measurements of residual energy release for fulfilled SAs at BN-600 reactor. 

Means for processing of this second information stream are accordingly provided. 
The third DB for calculation and benchmark models of experiments is formed in the system 

by specially developed means. Creation of models of two classes is provided: 
- Precision, i.e. models for exact modelling of experiments - results of calculations on these 

models are suitable for direct comparison to experimental data;  
- The benchmark-models intended for granting of possibility for verification of various codes 

and nuclear constants. These models are simplified at the expense of an exception of 
unimportant elements, however automatically completely coordinated with precision models 
from which they are created. For comparison of calculation data with experimental the last 
are led to conditions of these models within the limits of the given system. 

By means of special interfaces (their quantity can replenish) models can be algorithmically 
transformed directly to formats of entrance tasks for programs that excludes «the human factor» and 
users’ errors at drawing up of such tasks, and also guarantees a coordination of models for various 
programs. In the existing version of system interfaces to programs CONSYST, diffusion program 
TRIGEX and precision program MMKKENO are developed. 

For the same programs the interface is developed for processing of target formats and data 
transmission to the DB of calculation results. For comparison with calculation results of other 
programs (for fast reactors are most actual JARFR and GEFEST) the separate input interface is 
provided. 

All described means allows to reach a work overall objective – carrying out of comparison and 
the analysis of integrated calculation-experimental discrepancies, discrepancies between various 
programs, including for an estimation of methodical component of uncertainties, various nuclear data - 
for an estimation of constant uncertainties. Specialized search means and graphic interfaces are 
developed for maintenance of an overall performance of the scientist -user. 

 
2.2 Interfaces for formation of calculation models 

The base calculation model of a reactor describes more than thousand packages. Everyone SA 
of reactor is described by a personal package; some fictitious packages necessary for completion of a 
cartogram to hexahedron are entered into model. The axial decomposition of each package is carried 
out with the greatest possible amount of physical zones with personal isotope consistence that in 
accuracy corresponds to the axial SA decomposition accepted in database (Fig. 2). Assemblies of 
calculation model are supplemented axial supports, it is necessary for performance of model boundary 
condition - equality of flux for zero on border F=0. For all calculations the universal calculation mesh is 
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accepted, the height of the majority of calculation layers makes approximately 3 cm. In model wide 
enough chain of the isotopes participating in calculation is applied. It allows to consider some 
significant effects connected with burning out of fuel (for example, neptunium effect) and perform 
calculation of burning out of fuel much more correctly as a whole. In model the following isotopes 
participating in calculation of burning out are defined: U-235, U-236, U-238, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, 
Pu-241, Pu-242, U-234, Np-237, Np-239, Am-241, Am2M, Am-243, B-10, FP35 and FP39. Burning 
out of fuel isotopes and absorber materials is calculated by complex CARE [4]. 

 

       
 

Figure 2: Base calculation model of a fast reactor 
 
Thus, the base calculation model consists of: 
- 1000-1300 packages,  
- Approximately 19.5 thousand physical zones,  
- 105-120 calculation layers,  
- Includes 34 isotopes. 
In total it is approximately 1.2 million numbers, and a file of calculation task occupies about 12.5 

Mb. It is obvious, that manual creation of such file-task is practically unreal and would entail fulfilment 
of a considerable quantity of errors at manual editing of model. System ModExSys forms this file 
automatically for some seconds. It is enough for user to specify model key parameters such as: 
reactor loading and state (control rods position, temperatures). On exit the calculation task ready to 
start at TRIGEX and MMK-KENO which can be if necessary slightly corrected (for example when it is 
required to order certain delivery of calculation result) is formed completely. 

In calculation complex TRIGEX [3] the new module has been created, allowing to trace 
irradiation history personally for everyone pin in a set analyzed SA and to calculate demanded 
characteristics, including: isotope structure (fuel burning out), energy release distribution, neutron flux 
density. Investigated packages in calculation model are described by pins. Everyone pin in model 
represents correct hexahedron, including itself pin of real SA and space near pin (pin cover, wire, 
sodium). Pins numbering is shown in Figure 2. 

With the big detailed models not always conveniently and not always probably to work (in 
particular, because of restrictions of calculation complexes). In this connection, the base calculation 
model can be constructed in the form of benchmark-model with small quantity of physical zones. In 
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system the interactive graphic interface for construction of benchmark-models is provided when it is 
required to generate model with small quantity of phys. zones (not 19500, but 150, 200 or 2000). This 
module allows to make association of several SA in one package and to unite phys. zones by height. 
The given module is represented by the convenient graphic editor where it is possible to unite by 
cursor several SAs or to group SAs through search queries. 

Calculation models can be constructed in parallel for complex TRIGEX and MMK-KENO. 
Resultants files-tasks will be completely identical in the model description: on a set of physical zones, 
their geometry, structures, temperatures, etc. Distinction will consist only in unique for each of 
complexes sets of operating parametres. Possibility for construction of the same model under different 
complexes is very important at the analysis of calculation precisions. 

 
2.3 The mechanism for calculation of microcampaigns 

System ModExSys can operate performance of a series of calculations on complex TRIGEX in 
the automated mode under preliminary set scenario. As the initial information (operating calculation) 
necessary for module work, we have: 

1) Data on reactor loading at the beginning of each microcampaign (MC). From these data 
interest for us represent "fresh" SAs (their passport data) and arrangements of all SAs on a 
cartogram.  

2) Control rods position at the beginning and at the end of each MC.  
3) MC duration in effective days. 

The calculation cycle includes formation of the calculation task, start of calculation at TRIGEX, 
saving of the calculated data in database (concentration of isotopes and neutron-physical 
characteristics of reactor) and their analysis before starting of a following cycle step. 

Neutron-physical calculation of fast reactor with the detailed description of model became 
possible thanks to release of new multi-zone version of TRIGEX specially for its use in system 
ModExSys. In this version TRIGEX in comparison with the base the number of various physical zones 
from 3000 to 20000, number of isotopes from 36 to 108 has been increased, the number of packages 
can reach 6000. Also new modules have been developed: 

- Account of heterogeneous structure for SA and CR; 
- Calculation of accumulation of radiation doze on constructional materials by steps of burning 

out taking into account an overload; 
- Account of self-absorption of gamma quanta (gamma-scanning). 

At the given stage it is possible to note the following received results: 
• The system of calculation modelling of fast reactor states is created 
• Process is automated for a possibility of alternative calculations of fast reactor "life cycle" with 

use of new (advanced) codes and new versions of constant libraries, including for their 
verification  

Calculation spent time (was measured at Athlon 64 5600+, RAM: 1Gb computer): 
• One time step ~ 40-70 min. 
• One microcampaign ~ 8 hours,  
• Cycle of 100 states ~ 5 days 

For performance heterogeneous calculations MODEXSYS allows to trace the history of 
irradiation not only for a phys. zone, but also for pins phys. zone consist of. Thus for every such a pin 
the personal composition, geometry, temperature and also calculation functionals (energy release, 
flux, reactions rates, burning out) are kept. 

With use of the developed mechanism for heterogeneous SA calculation of a fast reactor full 
neutron-physical calculation of two SAs with tracing of irradiation history of every pin has been 
executed: from the moment of statement SA in core till the moment of their unloading from reactor. 
One of SAs settled down in a cell adjoining to control rod on border of zones of enrichment with 
greater gradients, another SA was in a distance from control rods. On each of SA pin was carried out 
the analysis of calculation results at different height of core and at the different moments of SA 
irradiation. Calculation data of relative burning out and relative energy release were investigated. 
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Special attention was paid to by-pin redistribution of calculation values for SA, being in immediate 
proximity from strong absorber: relative energy release redistribution in axial level can vary from -8% 
up to 5% relative to average value. 

 
2.4 Search means and graphic interfaces 

The volume of information for storage in database the descriptions of 100 reactor states makes 
nearby 4 Gb. The analysis of such arrays of the information is impossible without creation of 
specialized system of queries. Some universal forms of queries focused on the control of SA 
irradiation time, burning out of fuel, mass characteristics of reactor states have been developed. One 
of forms of search query is resulted on Figure 3. It is easy to see, the system gives flexible enough 
way of control neutron-physical characteristics of a reactor by various SA types, SA site in a reactor 
(zones with different enrichment of fuel), part SA in core, axial blankets. Also there are a number of 
other convenient features: definition of value ranges by search, color illumination of search results, 
finding of maximum and minimum, installation of demanded quantity of signs after a comma, etc. 

Programming of queries is fulfilled with use of SQL language allowing by initial parameters to 
make interesting sample of data. Despite great volume of data, even the most difficult search SQL-
queries are carried out maximum at 2-3 seconds. The important role in it is played by successfully 
designed database structure and indexing of table fields participating in search. 

 

 
Figure 3: Work of MODEXSYS graphic interface (example)  

 
The specialized graphics shell has been developed for adequate perception of search results of 

necessary information. The basic advantages of graphic shell are listed below: 
• Possibility of increase / decrease of the image, its scale; 
• Scrolling of increased image; 
• Output of the numerical information on everyone SA (with demanded quantity of digits), if 

necessary highlighting by colour; 
• Output of the total information on a cartogram as a whole; 
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• Image interactivity - information output about SA, being under mouse cursor (coordinate, SA 
type, irradiation time, etc.); 

• Possibility of image saving as a file in jpg or bmp format 
Work of graphic shell is shown on Figure 3. The following Windows-components of Borland 

Delphi environment were applied for its creation:: TBitmap, TImage, TScrollBox, TSplitter. 
 

2.5 Interfaces for processing of calculation results and their analysis  

Calculation model is generated in the form of a file-task, thus its description remains in 
database. After calculation carrying out probably entering of resultant information in database. The 
module for processing of calculation data allows to read out calculation listing-result, to choose the 
necessary resultant information and to save it in database. Among basic such data it is possible to 
note the following: 

• Isotopes concentration in physical zones of reactor model; 
• Energy release density in calculation layers; 
• Capture and fission density (including by isotopes); 
• One-group flux; 
• Radiation doze rate (DPA); 
• Capture and fission reaction rates by isotopes. 

These calculation data represent the huge data arrays practically completely excluding 
possibility of manual processing and the analysis. For example, listing of TRIGEX calculation result   
with output of all enumerated characteristics depending on model can make size 600-800Mb.  

Being loaded into database the calculation information can be analyzed by specialized module 
of queries. And it is possible to make the analysis not only these concrete listed above parameters, 
but also integrated characteristics, such as: SA energy release, neutron fluence, radiation doze. The 
interface of the given module on the convenience, flexibility, presentation is similar to the module of 
queries on reactor loading states. However the given component is added by the important 
mechanism - comparisons of calculation results among themselves for definition of discrepancies, first 
of all it is necessary for: 

• Analysis of the reasons of discrepancies between calculation codes; 
• Analysis of methodical uncertainties TRIGEX- MMKKENO. 

For carrying out of the comparative analysis loading of calculation results executed by experts 
on other complexes is possible. 

 

3 APPLICATION OF MODEXSYS INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF 
EXPERIMENTS 

3.1 ANALYSIS OF Keff AND MAXIMUM REACTIVITY RESERVE 

The most exact keff calculation remains one of key problems at a substantiation of nuclear safety 
of reactor facility. It is known that keff at critically operating reactor after power stabilization equal to 1. 
The uncertainty of keff prediction for a fast reactor is estimated from 0.5 to 1.5%∆k/k. Traditional 
calculations of criticality on diffusion mesh programs considerably deviate from real criticality. On the 
average such programs approximately on 1% underestimate keff value that demands introduction of 
the methodical correction to calculation outcome. 

The analysis of accuracy estimation of keff on the basis of experiments at BN-600 reactor was 
carried out. For this purpose results of keff calculation for the states of BN-600 reactor at the beginning 
and at the end of microcampaigns (MC) from 39th to 50th have been analyzed. 

1) Estimation of the methodical correction.  On Figure 4 results of keff calculation by TRIGEX 
program are presented. Apparently from the graph at calculation of critical reactor calculation value keff 
at TRIGEX program considerably differs from 1. keff average value for a critical state makes: 
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Keff(TRIGEX) = 0.9865±0.0008. 
 
Comparison of calculation and experimental data allows to specify the value of methodical 

correction on calculations at TRIGEX program in ModExSys system and to make following 
recommendations (fig. 4): 

 
1.0137±0.0008 – for the beginning of MC and 1.0134±0.0008 – for the end of MC 
 
The received recommendations, apparently, cannot be treated completely as the methodical 

correction and most likely as the correction on all the approach used in calculation including modelling 
and constant uncertainties. 

2) Estimation for accuracy of forecast Кeff. The uncertainty in this case is understood as a 
variance estimate (1 σ) discrepancies between calculation and experiment on all analyzed 
microcampaigns: 

± 0.08%∆k/k. 
But for practical use as a conservative estimation of an uncertainty of forecasting keff the 

recommended value can be: 
± 0.2%∆k/k. 

Recommended uncertainty is rather an appreciation of accuracy of modeling fast reactor critical 
states and reflects the fact of very good consent of calculation and experimental data after introduction 
of the given correction. However use of the given correction is recommended only at preservation of a 
modelling constituent uncertainty and only for concrete core modification. For an estimation of 
accuracy of other core modifications the given estimation is a starting point for the subsequent 
analysis. 

 

 

Keff at the beginning and at the end of microcampaigns 
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Figure 4: keff values for critical states of BN-600 
 

3) About difference of Кeff on the end and beginning of MC.  Results of the analysis of 
criticality do not confirm prospective distinction in correction on keff for "beginning" and "end" of MC. 
Initially followed expect that calculation value keff  on MC end by TRIGEX program should be on 
~0.2%∆k/k above in comparison with MC beginning. Really difference has appeared 10 times less 
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~0.03%∆k/k. The methodical reason of distinction calculation keff for MC beginning and end is various 
influence of heterogeneity of control rods on criticality value. Below in the section devoted to the 
analysis of measurements control rods worth, it is shown, that TRIGEX homogeneous calculations will 
be well agreed with experimental data. In these conditions absence of influence of control rods 
heterogeneity on calculation value keff is logical and coordinated with results of following section. 

 
3.2 CALCULATION ANALYSIS OF CONTROL RODS WORTH 

Precision calculations of control rods (CR) and safety rods (SR) system worth for BN-600 
reactor have been executed by a method of Monte-Carlo and following corrections to calculation on 
complex TRIGEX compensating it methodical uncertainties are estimated: 

• 0.93± 0.07 – for CR 
• 0.85± 0.07 – for SR 

Within the bounds of the given work some experimental cycles of measurements of control rods 
worth executed in the beginning (41 and 44) and the end (42 and 43) of microcampaigns have been 
considered. Calculations of control rods worth have been executed and comparison with experimental 
data is lead. 

By results of the comparative analysis of single CR worth it is clearly visible that calculation 
values are very well agreed with experimental (Fig. 5). Introduction of the recommended correction 
0.93 considerably worsens result. By the current moment we can not give the proved explanation to 
absence of necessity for corrective action to calculation, this question still is subject to consideration. 
However thus we will notice, that calculation values of single CR worth on all experiments keep within 
5% divergence range (Fig. 5). Also, judging by results of comparison, it is not visible notable influence 
of spatial effect on values of experiment. Most likely this effect is not bad considered at processing of 
experimental data. 

For SR the recommended correction is 0.81. Its introduction stacks calculation values in 8% 
range in comparison with experiment (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 5(a):  Calculation and experimental values of single CR worth 
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Calculation analysis of CR  worth at 41-44 MC
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Figure 5(b):  Calculation and experimental values of single CR worth 

 
 

 

 

Calculation analysis of SR worth at the end of 42-2 MC
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Figure 6(a): Calculation and experimental values of single SR worth 
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Calculation analysis of SR worth at 41-44 MC 
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Figure 6(b): Calculation and experimental values of single SR worth 

 
 

 
3.3 ANALYSIS OF ENERGY RELEASE DISTRIBUTION AT BN-600 REACTOR 

On Fig. 7 graphs for discrepancies of calculation and experiment for three experiments on 
measurement of energy release fields at BN-600 reactor [5] are resulted. It is possible to notice that in 
core regular discrepancies between calculation and experiment are not revealed, and discrepancies 
are minimum. 

The regular discrepancy between calculation and experiment in energy release distribution 
gradient in blanket is observed. Calculations by a method of Monte-Carlo give more smooth 
distribution (with a smaller gradient in comparison with diffusion calculations), however they do not 
give the full consent with experiment. The account of the transport correction leads to the good 
consent of results of calculation and experiment for first rows of blanket (fig. 8), but poorly influences 
discrepancies for external rows of blanket and IVS cells. For these external cells calculation regularly 
underestimates energy release and neutron flux at 20-25%. 
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Discrepancy between calculated results and experimental data
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Figure 7: Discrepancy between calculated results and experimental data obtained 

after 44th, 48th, 50th refueling cycle 
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Figure 8: Discrepancy between calculated results and experimental data obtained  

after 48th refueling cycle 
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4 CONCLUSION 

Development of the first version of MODEXSYS system, providing storage, processing and 
analysis of the information on states of fast reactors core, experimental and calculation neutron-
physical characteristics is finished. 

MODEXSYS system is a tool for creation of difficult mathematical models of experiments at fast 
reactors for their subsequent use for verification of various modern programs and modules for 
neutron-physical calculation of fast reactors, reactor constants libraries and an estimation of their 
uncertainties, as numerical result of such verification.  

For the first time precision calculations of fast reactor loadings are carried out. The first attempts 
of the analysis of experimental data at BN-600 reactor by the coordinated calculations on traditional 
programs and programs of precision calculations by a method of Monte-Carlo are made. It has 
allowed to understand the reasons of some discrepancies with experimental data (for example, on 
Keff) and to reveal cases when application of precision methods does not allow to achieve the consent 
with experiment and even worsens result. Search of the reasons of such results should be continued. 

Application of MODEXSYS system will raise accuracy and reliability of forecasting of fast 
reactors characteristics. For BN-600 reactor recommended level of accuracy (it is fair at the fixed 
model): 

1) keff – 0.2% ∆k/k 
2) CR worth – 5%, SR worth – 8%   
3) Energy release distribution: core – 5.5%, blanket and IVS -10%.   

Recommended level of accuracy surpasses all earlier existing estimations in all parameters. 
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